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F .R. Not e 626

THERMAl, EXPLOSION OF UNSTABLE COMPOUNDS

EXPERIMENrAL EQUIFl.lENT AND MEl'HODS

by

P. C. BOWES

INTRODUCTION

The pUrpose of this note is to place on remord details of the experimental

equipment and methods. developed for a study of thermal explosion in unstable

compounds. An investigation in which the equipment was used is reported
1 '.

elsewhere.

The experimental objective was the determination of the minimum ambient

temperatures for the self-heating to explosion of unstable compounds in

charges of given shape but varying size. The substances to be examined were

generally expected to have explosive powers considerably Lesa than for

f 1 I' I I . a 1 3 a 3 t,J sr i!st explosives proper. and to be more

likely to deflagrate than to detonate. Their pr-oper-tLes in these respects

would be determined as far as possible beforehand by the usual methods.

For safety purposes, however, it was assumed that detonation would occur

and appropriate precautions were taken.

Two pieces of equipment are described in the note. One is a vented.

electric furnace for the study of relatively' sinall samples at higher

temperatures and the other, for larger samples at lower temperatures, is an

adaptation of the use of expendable heating jackets with a fluid heating

medium as previously described by Merzhanov and others
2--4. Details are

also given of measurements. of relevant heat transfer coefficients~

Detailed engineering drawa.ngs are not now available, but the following

descriptions of the equipment should be suf'f'Lcdent to enable similar equipment

to be constructed. The main requirements are that the temperature within a

working space should be uniform and controllable within close limits for long

periods with a minillIum of att ention and, for safety, the equipment should be

0pl/;raQle by ;t'elWte qqntro).. wpen cha:rged and Pij capable of venting a

deflagration safely or, if necessary, of permitting an occasional detonation.

Otherwise modifications of the designs can be made as desired to suit special

requirements or local workshop resources.



VENTED FURNACE

General

The general arrangement of the furnace and control equipment is shown in

Plate 1. A vertical electric tube furnace, counterpoised and working on

spr-i.ng-d.oaded runners between parallel vertical guides, can be lowered over a

f'r'ame-iwoz-k supporting a container for the compound to be tested together with

necessary t.hermocoup'Lea., and also with aluminium foil bursting discs c'l.amped'

between rings at four levels. When the furnace is lowered, the charge

container and thermocouples are confined )'Iithin a working space 18.',?:cm··

(73/16") in diameter and 28.4 cm (113/16") in length contained by the furnace

wall and the two inner bursting discs.. Guard spaces above and below the work

space are closed by the upper and 10)'ler bursting discs and contain loose piles

of pieces of crii1kled aLumfndum foil as additional thermal inSUlation.

Further· details of the fUrance and centre support are given later.

The main supporting structure is of welded steel, With the lower ends

of the guides fixed to the steel table top, the rigidity was such that no

difficulty was experienced in preserving the alignment of' the furnace and the

central support.

The furnace and counterwElight were suspended from a roller chain passing

over sprockets, one of which was· driven by a reversible geared motor for'

raising and lowering the furnace by remote conteof., : The furnace travel was

determiried by limit switches.,

Plate 1. shows the furnace at the development stage. LataI', the whole

atructure was enclosed in a hut to shield. the furnace from major draughts and

ao improve the control, and also to contain any fragments of the charge

container if the char-ge: were to detonate (see further below),

Central sUPP'2£t

Details of the central support, and of the fuonace(see further below),

are shown in vertical section in Fig,. 10 Apart from the square base plate

(see Plate 1) the structure has cylindrical symmetry. The figure is drawn

approximately to scale and, as. such, is a sufficient guide to suitable

dimensions for ccnat.ruct.Lonal, purpos es.; The support was made from mild

steel and wa" cadmium plated.

In order to simplify the drawing, fixings are not shown but it may be

noted that the assembly of flanges and spacers (oarrying the gasket and the

terminals) at the lower end was held together by recessed screws into the

ends of t he short inner suppor-t i.ng tube. Th" whole assembly was located

in the recess in the base plate by a peg (not shown) and was held by clamps

(not shown) on the base plate which engaged the lowermost flange.
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Four pairs of rings held bursting discs of 0.025 mm (0.001.") hard aluminiwil

foil (A:. m Fig. 1). The lower member of each pair was welded to each of the

four support rods ( 5/ 16" diamet er), while the top member was a loose sliding fit

on the rods. A further ~ single, ring was welded to the support rods in a

convenient position to support a tripod for the charge container in the working

space. A aeries of holes round the' outer circumference of this ring and the

lower rings, vertietally aligned, were pr-ovaded for thermocouple and other..
aervice leads to be takenout, through small bore "pyrex" tubes, to terminala

on the "paxo.Hn" ring above the base plat e (these tubes and terminals can be

seen in Plate 1). The thin paxo'l.Ln piece immediately below the flange

supporting the gasket 'i1'as drilled to the inner diameter of the pyrex tubes

only and so acted as supp:ort.,
The base plate was bolted over 'a central'hole, of full vent diameter, in

the steel table top (Plate 1). Lateral movement was pr-ovaded so that the

whole asaembly could be, centred with respect to the furnace before being

finally bOlte.:l.: down. Axial alignment with the furnace was adjusted by

packing-piecea under the base plate.

Furnaa:e

The tube furnace shown in Plate 1. was' one that had been designed for

other purposes and was used here primarily to obtain guidance on the require-

ments for a final, design suitable for the study of unstable compounds. The,

final design is shown in v,ertical section in Fig. 1.

The furnace had a double liner made from two cylinders rolled from

0.635 cm (i") mild steel plate and butt welded. The inner liner,' which

covered only the central working section" was machined to be a cLos e fit

inside the out er liner.' Grooves were cut in the wall of the inner liner,

on two diameters at right angles" to form pockets for control thermocouples.

The clearance between the inner liner and the central support when the

furnace was lowered was about 0.8 rom (1/32,,).

The furnace winding, covering the outer liner to within ::i" of each end,

consisted of 16 S.W.G. 80/20 Nickel chromium alloy and was graduated as

follows:

3" at each end, 37 turns at 12.3 t.p.i., with a centre aeeta on

of 12" having 75 turns at 6.25 t.p.i.

The total resistance was 50 ohms. The' winding was electricall,y insulated.
1 ' 1/.

from the steel liner by /32" of'Micanite t covered by 32" of asbestos

paper. The furnace leads, and tappings to the. winding sections were taken

out to a junction box at the rear of the furnace (not shown).
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The fUrnace liner was supported between the end plates by insulating bushes

of asbestos wood, with allowance for thermal expansion, and the whole was held

together by four tie bars (notsliown) between the end' plates. The space

between the liner and 'the' outer casing was filled with dried vermiculite

insulation.

The four sets of leads from the control thermocouples" were taken out

through' holes in the top plate of the fUrnace under'an annular cover and thence

to an electrically heated ('Sunvic') reference junction (42.30
C) fixed t o-t.he '

back of the furnace (not shown) where connection was 'made to 'copper leads from

the 'control pane'l.,

The top of the fUrnace was closed by an aluminium foil bursting disc,

B in Fig. 1., held in plallle'by'a loose ring in which was fitted a disc of

expanded polystyrene insulation 1.27 cm (t") thick. This closure, and the

asbestos gasket at the lower end, sealed the interior of the furnace when it

was. lowered over the central supp:ort. In order to reduce distUJlbance of the

temperature; an in5ll1ating cover was. supported against tha lower 'open end

when the furnace was; in the raised position.• ,

The furnace, complete' with the reference junction and side members

carrying the runners (Plate 1.) weighed 81 Kg (178 rs.), In the final version,

the fUrnace and counterweight were fixed to the roller-chain suspension

(5/1611 x til 'motorcycle' chain) by half-links and not the Bowden cable shown

in Plate 1.. The drive motor was a 250 volt, single phase, fractional

horsepower AC. motor with condenser starter and a reduction gear giving a

torque of 0.23 kg fm (20 Ib/in) at' 5 r.p.m. Operation was by a reversing

switch on the control panel, a pilot light on the control panel indicating

when the furnace was. moving' between the limit SWitches.

Power' supEly and Temperature control

Flexibility was desirable in the power. supply to the furnace since' it was

likely to be required to operate, within close limits , at temperatures ranging'

frOIll about, !:iQoC to 3500C. The power was controlled by an auto-transformer
/- "'" ,. ,(" i-. ,".

fr6m 't'he mains suppIy and a variable r-es i sberice connected in series with the

furnace and the output of the transformer. The resistance was· short-circuited

by the temperature controller during the' on", cycle of operation md, by

suitable adjustment of the transformer" and resistance, approximate equality

of the ,'on" and 'off;!. cycles., required for optimum control, could be readily

achieved.

The temperature controller/indicator was an· electronic type arranged for

proportional control with a four minut e cyc.Le; A switch providing the

appropriate series/parallel connection of the four control thermooouples in

the furnace, allowed the controller to operate at either 200
0C

or 400
0C F.S.D.
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At 80
0C,

control waaobtained to within about .:t 0.3 degC at the centre of the

working space.

Temperature dis:tribution

In the absence of stirring, the temperature within the working space of

the furance operating under steady c.onditions, was within ± 0.8 degC of .the

value at the centre at distances of roont 5 cm above and below. the centre, the

differencea increaaing to several degC towards the upper and lower bursting

discs enclosing the working space.

A circulating fan, driven via 'a long shaft by an electrie motor below

the furnace table and supported in the working space in a 'Teflon'bearing" was.

therefore fitted. With the fan in operation, the temperature a t most point a

tested within the working space was then within ± 0.5 degC of the value at

the centre.

Safety

Advice waa obtained to the effect that, allowing reasonable factors of

safety, 40-60 g of organic peroxide could be allowed to explode in a 7"
diameter mild; steel tube with i" wall,,5. The, douhle-walled. liner finally

adopted for the furnace provided an additional margin of safety for these

amounts.•·

In a n investigation of the thermal explosion of dry benzoyl peroxide in

op en-rt opped cylindrical containers of 23 S.W.G• .!Aluminium, the explosions were

usually deflagrations which blew out the bursting discs in the fur-nace and
~ ,

left, the container undamaged. On one occaai.on ; however, a charge of 28 g

in a c;ontainer 401 ClD diameter, exposed for 22 hours to a temperature

7 degC above the critical value for thermal explosion, exploded. with sufficient

violence to fragment the container. The' fragments and the distorted container

support (i-" brass.) are shown in Plate 2 together with an undamaged container.

There was. no noticeable damage to the furnace or central SUPIYort.

As a precaution against failure of the furnace suspension a 4""')C 2" wooden

beam was placed across the JDSin supporting :f'ramework immediately below. the

furnace when it was. in the raised position' and charges were being prepared

for test.

Operation

In determining a critical temperature for therJDSI explosion of a charge

of given s Lae , the furnace was first adjusted to a given steady temperature 

as indicated by a thermocouple located near the centre of the working space.
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a potentiometer.

temperatures until

Then the charge container, on a wire support, was placed in position with a

differential thermocouple, sheathed in a closed 'Pyrex" capillary, supported

at its centre to indicate a temperature change with respect to the furnace.

A second differential couple was tied to the outer surface of the container.

Aft er raising and lowering the furnace to insert the charge, it was found

that the furnace temperature recovered to the pre-set value within a period of

one hour. The temperature in the working space (with ice point reference)

and the output of the differential thermocouples were recorded continuously

during a test. Occasional checks on the f'urna.ce temperature were made with
,

Tests were repeaied with fresh charges at different furnace

the critical temperature for thermal explosion had been

bracketed as closely as desired.

In general, the f'ur-nac.e-was found to be satisfactory in use and capable

of stable operation for periods of the order of weeks. Occasionally, however,

drifts or 'jumps' in temperature occurred of up to about 1,'degC. The origin

of these was not satisfactorily determined, but there was some indication that

they were due to minor faults in the temperature measurement system rather

than in the control. The only major drawback was the long time required for

the furnace to stabilis'e following a large a.Lter-at i.on in the operating temperature;

because of this, adjustment to a particular temperature could take several hours.

EQUIH.IENT FOR LARGER SCALE EXPLOSIONS

As indicated in the Introduction, the method of determining the minimum

temperatures. for' thermal explosion of larger oharges, up to 800 g of organic

peroxide, was, based on that used by Mer2thanov and others in which the charge

was heated in expendabLe jackets through which a fluid medium was circulated

at oonstant temperature. The relevant' temperatures for the work on organic

peroxidea
1

were well below 100oC, so water could be used as the beating medium.

:ehe general arrangement of the equipment used io shown dia.sre.llllltically in

Fig. 2 With, inset; details of the dispoaitionof the peroxide oharge in the

heating jacket. Most of the system was assembled from com=erpially available

parts and requirea only brief description.

1'he water was heated by a 1. Kw, heater 'in a 20 gal.' galvanised steel tank

wn;l,ch was f~tted with a cover and lagged. A. 10 gal. feed, tank and ball valve

were provided. to make up losaea due to evaporation through the apertures in the

oover. A i g.P. stirrer waa fitted and the temperature was controlled to

within about ::!: 0.05 degC by a toluene thermoregulator with, proportioning head'

and electronic relay.

The water was oirculated to the heating jacket through i" B.S.P. pipe

(length 25 ft, see belowh by a centrifugal pump (delivery 10 g.p.m. at a

head of 5 ft).
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Three gate valves AA and B, Fig. 2, were provided so that the water could be'

circulated through the jacket or by-passed through B. The jacket and all

the pipework were lagged with 1 .Ln resin-bonded! f'ibreglass insulation protected

£'rom the weather by an outer wrapping of' c'polythene'· sheet. With an outside

air temperature of' 9°e and a water temperature of' 6o-700 e, the drop in water

temperature between the tank and the heating jacket was 0.2 degC.

The heating jackets, Fig. 2 inset, were made from 18 S.W.G. mild steel

sheet with welded joints, the side arms being short lengths of' ;1" B.S.P. pipe.

They were intended to be expendable in the ev:ent of' violent explosion and.

were construct ed to minimum standards. but, in ract , they suff'ered no damage

£'rom the explosion of' the\uenzoyl peroxide paste studied1• The dimensions,
were such that the internal depth was twice the internal diameter and an air

gap of' 2-4 rom was allowed between the jacket and the open-dropped cylindrical

container' (22-24 S.W.G. aluminium) f'or the peroxide charge, the latter being

supp:orted by ceramic spacers. Separate heating jackets were, of course,

required f'or each sdae of' corrt adnerv The' closure consisted of' two discs of'

expanded polystyrene (t in thick), P, wrapped in aluminium foil spaced as

shown in Fig. 2, topped by a plug of' cotton wool. The polystyrene discs

were perf'orated f'or the two thermocouples, T, sheathed with 'pyrex·', one at

the c entre and the other at the outside edge of the charge. A complete'.

assembly ready f'or test is. shown in,Plate 3.

The thermocouples were connected to record the t emper-at ur-e rise in the

charge with respect to the heating jacket, and the reference junctions were

usually taped directly to the surf'ace of' the jacket under the' lagging. The

stability in the ref'erence junctions obtained with this arrangement was not

entirely satisf'actory and it was. found, in some later check tests, that the

provision of.a tube in the water jacket,. R, Fig. 2 inset, to contain the

ref'erence junctions warranted the extra f'abrication involved.

Saf'ety

These larger scale explosion tests were perf'ormed in an outdoor explosion

cell shown in plan in Fig. 3. The cell was co nstruct ed of' 9" reinforced

brickwork, 6·t . 6" high.,. and the section shown hatched in Fig. 3 was provided!

with a roof' of' 6" reinforced concrete. The cell was intended mainly to

contain f'ragments in the event of' the charge detonating, bnrt the open section

also provided saf'e venting f'or possible vapour explosion of' solvent or

f'lammable decomposition products.

The heating jacket was. supported on a light table in the roof'ed section

and the valves controlling the water circulation (ME in Fig. 2) were

immediately outside the cell in a box provided with a lock, the key of' which

was carried by the operator.
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The water 'heating equipment and recorders were containe~ in a hut at a

distance of 20 ft from the wall carrying the valve bore

The' only material tested in the' cell was a paste of benzoyl peroxide'

in dimethyl phthalate1.' The ·'explosion); of this m~terial was a relativel;r
, ,

slow deflagration leading to forceful ejection of the' contents of the charge

container (see marks on roof in Plate 3) but no damage was ,done to the

container or to the heating jacket.

MEA.S1JREMEN'l' OF HEAT'-TRANSFER COEFFICIENrS

Aluminium cylinders in vent ed furnace

The .eurrace heat transfer coefficients, h, for the aluminium containers.

in the stirred air of the working space in the yenited furnace were estimat eGi

from measurements of the heat transfer coefficients for solid aluminium

cylinders of similar dimensions' and surfaoe finish. The cylinders were

heated el~~trically a~ a mown power input by snaLl, heaters in central

cavities.. (0.6 eID diamet~) and the' steady-:state temperature difference between '

the cylinder sur-race and the air in the working space was measured by means

of a differential thermocouple." Meaaurements were, made on two sizes of

cylinder with a length to diameter ratio oJ: 1.7, and heat transfer coef'f'Lcd.errt a

for other sizes were' estimated by fitting the' following equation for heat and
6mass transfer from .small spheres, due to Ranz .and Marshall , to the

abservatiOllSJ:-'

t 'I
+ 0.6 N 3' K.... ~Pr -Xe

(1.)

The results' obtained are given in the following table :-',

Energy- Temp h-2
N: N:e.e VelotityDiameter input Dirt ~,1 cm_1 Nu

am cal/a degG
s . degC

eqUation ( 11) enva

3~8 3.4-8 2.6 8 0 1 x 10-~

46· 6660 368i

3.8 7.95 5~3 . 8.8 x 10-lj

2.8 6..96 8.0 9,,5 x 1.0~ 38 4500 338;

'*Based on mean value of h for the two results ..
, .

Tabulated data f'or air7' wa.s. used to ca'Leu'lat e the Nusselt number, NNu'

£'rom the: experimental results and, taking the' Prandtl number, N
Pr,

as; 0.72,

the Reynolds. number, mae' was; caleulated £'rom equation (1). ,'Again using

the' appropriate data 'for air7, the ~elocity characteristic of the air stirring

wa.a, calculated from the R~n.olds number. ".

-8-



The mean value of this velocity, 353 em/a, was then used in equation (1)

for purposes of estimating heat transfer coefficients for other sizes (Table 1.

of ref'erence 1.). The contributions of convection and radiation to the total, .

heat transfer were not separated in making-these estimates since, for a surface

temperature 5°C in excess of the fur-nace temperature and an emissivity as high

as 0.2 for bright aluminium, the radiative transfer was estimated to be only

5 per cent of the convective transfer.

Heat, transfer' in heating jackets,

In order to estimate' heat transfer coeffieients. for the aluminium containers.

in the heating jackets. used for the' larger-scale explosions, measurements were

made of the steady temperature difference obtained when a container. was' filled.

with transformer oil which was stirred and heated electrically. The arrange

ment of the' container in the jacket was as shown in Fig. 2 inset, except that

a; tube to accommodate the stirrer spindle, and the electrical leads. to a

heating coil in the oil, pasaed through the closure.

For the' container 4.1. cm dia::qIeter the steady temperature difference was

4-9! 0.2 degC for an energy input' of' 4 .. 3- eal/s. This corresponds to a heat

transfer coefficient for all sur-races. of the container (filled to a depth of

1.6 x diameter1)'.or:, 4~2 x 10-4 eaL cm-2s-'1.
degC- \

The air gap b etw,een ,the container and the inner wall of the jacket was.

3.5 mm; the ratio, of the outer and inner diameter for' this annular space being

1,.17. For heat transfer in air between infinite concentric cylinders with this

ratio of diameters, :the Ray]eigh number is of order 1cY and, therefore7, heat

transfer' is conductive. Calculating a heat transfer coefficient, for both

conduction and radiation; across an air gap of 3.5 mm, and assuming an

emissiT.i.ty of 0.6 for an oil contaminated aluminium surface
8 , the value obtained

is 3.3 x 10-4 a:al c:m-2 s-1 degG-\ This is in r-eaaonab l,e agreement with the

measured value ferr' the 4.1., em container o

Jor all other containers except one, the air gap was 3.5 rom and the'

eoeffieient measured for the 4.1. cm eontadnar was used. The exception WlJ;S

the' 2.8 em container' for which the air gap was 1.9 mm and the heat transfer'

coefficient was estimated by calculation to be about 6 x 10-4 cal cm-2s- 1 degC-\:

Mr~ C. Shore was responsible for much of the detailed mechanical design

of the :'lent ed f'Urnace..

The heat transfer measurements were made by Mr .. B. Langford.

Thanks are due to :Mr~ N. Taylor for help in the' early stages, of this

work.
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FIG. 3. PLAN OF EXPLOSION CELL



VENTED ELECTRIC FURNACE FOR
THERMAL EXPLOSION STUDIES

PLATE 1
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DAMAGE DUE TO SUPERCRITICAL EXPLOSION OF
BENZOYL. PEROXIDE

PLATE 2
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HEATING ARRANGEMENT FOR LARGER
SCALE EXPLOSION STUDIES

PLATE 3






